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Apple’s ad success could
spell trouble for ATT
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The news: Apple is bringing new ad formats to the App Store, expanding its growing

advertising business even as the rest of the industry struggles to adapt to its

AppTrackingTransparency (ATT) changes.

What’s new? App Store ads are mostly limited to the Search tab and its results, but two new

ad placements will soon debut.

Apple is adding another advertising slot to the Today page, directly underneath the existing

space. The Today page is the first thing users see when they open the App Store, which will
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Why are App Store ads so powerful? Apple is an appealing advertising partner because of its

large captive audience, and because its platforms aren’t a�ected by ATT the way others’ are.

Why does this matter? While the social media and mobile ad industry scrambles to find a

post-ATT solution, Apple is sitting pretty on a growing advertising business. That stark

di�erence is starting to attract critical eyes.

make it a valuable space for Apple.

Additionally, a new ad placement will be available on the download pages of apps themselves.

These ads will appear at the bottom of the download page, below other apps by the same

developer and above recommendations for related apps.

These can’t be directly targeted—Twitter, for example, couldn’t pay to have its ad placed on

Facebook’s download page. But they will still be “relevant” to the app on display, so

competitors will almost certainly still appear on each other’s pages.

Apple still lets users opt-out of “personalization” on its own apps (it claims opt-outs don’t

significantly a�ect App Store conversions, anyway). But because the App Store is the only
way to download new apps, Apple has a captive audience and owns the only channel through

which advertisers are guaranteed to reach iOS users.

Advertising is part of Apple’s “services” revenue category (alongside subscriptions like Apple
TV+), which is its fastest-growing and second-most lucrative category behind the iPhone

itself. In Q2, services revenues grew 12% year over year to $19.6 billion.

Apple has made its privacy changes an ever-growing part of its brand, remaking its iconic

bitten apple to resemble a padlock on billboard and TV ads across the nation. But that

branding omits the fact that Apple has profited tremendously from the implementation of

ATT.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/how-services-became-apple-s-fastest-growing-revenue-category
https://www.apple.com/privacy/
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The big takeaway: ATT will face more scrutiny the longer competitors su�er and the more

Apple’s share of the digital ad industry grows. But even so, the change is probably here to

stay.

But success like that can’t go unnoticed for too long; Competitors have used Apple’s ad

success as an argument for overturning ATT entirely. Snap, Meta, and others have called it

anticompetitive in complaints to the FTC. Meanwhile, regulators abroad have launched

probes and reports into Apple’s ad business.

It helps that many of the companies most-a�ected by ATT are social media companies, which

consistently rank as the least trusted brands among consumers. The fact that maligned

companies like Meta are su�ering legitimizes Apple’s self-appointed role as the protector of

privacy, even if the truth is not so black and white.

Even though it's beginning to draw looks from antitrust regulators, governments around the

world have been minting new privacy and data regulations that ATT falls in line with.

Apple’s shiny privacy branding campaign is a sign of its confidence that ATT will persevere

even though competitors’ complaints are getting louder.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/meta-calls-apptrackingtransparency-anti-competitive
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/apptrackingtransparency-draws-ire-of-german-regulators
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/uk-antitrust-report-puts-mounting-pressure-on-apple-google-s-data-privacy-changes
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/social-media-brands-rank-lowest-consumer-sentiment

